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Glacier Goo—hands on sampler
This demonstration shows an activity that was inspired by the links at the end of this page:
We provided the students with background information about what a glacier is, where they
are, how they move. Then split the students into four groups each tasked with a question to
answer through experimentation
Group s 1 and 2: How does temperature change the way a glacier flows? (we
provided frozen, and room temperature goo, and a microwave for heating the goo)
Groups 3 and 4: How does friction or obstacles change the way a glacier flows? (we
provided different pvc tubes—tubes with nothing done to them, tubes with paintable
sand applied to them, and tubes with rocks glued to them. We also provided tin foil,
oil, and water)
The worksheet that we gave the students is attached. After experimentation, we collected
all the data together as a group and discussed their observations. We drew conclusions
about factors that impact glacial movement based on their experiments and concluded with
a discussion of climate change and how that is impacting glaciers today.
Glacier Goo Recipe: (note: follow this exactly otherwise gloppiness may occur!)
Mix A
Mix B
1 cup white glue (like Elmer’s Glue)
2 tsp Borax
¾ cup warm water
½ cup warm water
Food coloring (optional)
1. Combine the ingredients in mix A in a ~20 oz cup (or bowl)
2. Combine the ingredients in mix B in an ~8 oz cup (or bolw)
3. Pour mix B into mix A and knead with hands for 5-10 minutes until most of the water is
worked into the mixture
* The Glacier Goo can be stored for a few months in an airtight container.
Relevant links:
Recipe: http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/res/pi/gambit/Activities/GLACIER%20GOO.pdf
What IS glacier goo?
http://www.nmsu.edu/gk12/Inquiry-based%20Lessons/Polymers/Polymers.doc
Other glacier goo activities:
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/res/pi/gambit/Activities/Activity%20PIG2_teacher.pdf
http://depts.washington.edu/rocknout/Lesson%20Plans/Glaciers_On_The_Move.pdf
http://www2.umaine.edu/USITASE/teachers/glaciergoo.html
http://www2.umaine.edu/USITASE/teachers/pdf/glaciergoo2.pdf
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Glaciers and Climate Change
Part I
Task
Design an experiment that addresses the following question:
How does temperature change the way a glacier flows?
Your experiment should use the glacial goo and at least 3 inclined “glacial valleys.” Be sure
to put the small beads across the glacier perpendicular to the flow.
Before you begin:
Play with the glacier goo a little bit. What are its characteristics? What happens when you
pull it slowly, hit it, bounce it, pull it quickly? When the goo is in the glacial valley how does
it flow? What shape did the front of the glacier take as it flowed down valley?

What is your Hypothesis?

Draw a diagram that shows how you set up your experiment (be sure to note what is the
variable that you are changing)?

What are you testing?

Part II
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Calculate the rate at which each of the glaciers flowed.

Was your hypothesis correct or false?

Questions to contemplate for our wrap-up discussion:
What part of the goo flows the fastest? Why?
How might glaciers speed up?
What happens if you poke a straw through the top of one of your glaciers and squirt a little
water in the straw?
What does this tell you about glaciers?
How might water reach the base of a glacier in reality?
Why is it important for scientists to find out how fast glaciers move?
Why would someone in Boston or Miami care about how glaciers flow?

Datasheet
Use this to record your data
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Glaciers and Climate Change
Part I
Task
Design an experiment that addresses the following question:
How does friction change the way a glacier flows?
Your experiment should use the glacial goo and at least 3 inclined “glacial valleys.” Be sure
to put the small beads across the glacier perpendicular to the flow.
Before you begin:
Play with the glacier goo a little bit. What are its characteristics? What happens when you
pull it slowly, hit it, bounce it, pull it quickly? When the goo is in the glacial valley how does
it flow? What shape did the front of the glacier take as it flowed down valley?

What is your Hypothesis?

Draw a diagram that shows how you set up your experiment (be sure to note what is the
variable that you are changing)?

What are you testing?
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Calculate the rate at which each of the glaciers flowed.

Was your hypothesis correct or false?

Questions to contemplate for our wrap-up discussion:
What part of the goo flows the fastest? Why?
How might glaciers speed up?
What happens if you poke a straw through the top of one of your glaciers and squirt a little
water in the straw?
What does this tell you about glaciers?
How might water reach the base of a glacier in reality?
Why is it important for scientists to find out how fast glaciers move?
Why would someone in Boston or Miami care about how glaciers flow?

Datasheet
Use this to record your data
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